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ASUS PN PN52 R7-5800H 16GB/512GB W11H

Brand : ASUS Product family: PN Product code: PN52-S7141AD

Product name : PN52
R7-5800H 16GB/512GB W11H

ASUS ExpertCenter PN52 Mini PC (AMD RYZEN 7 5800H, 8GB DDR4 3200MHz, 256GB PCIe GEN4, Wi-Fi
6E + BT5.3, )

ASUS PN PN52 R7-5800H 16GB/512GB W11H:

ASUS ExpertCenter PN52 is powered by the latest AMD Ryzen™ 5000H series processor for smooth and
powerful multitasking. In PCMark 10 and Cinebench benchmark testing, the Ryzen 5000H delivered a
17.4% boost in overall performance, and up to 23.4% improvement in singlethread computing
performance compared to the previous generation processor.
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